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ABSTRACT

A post-test analysis of a set of inside-diameter/outside-diameter (ID/OD) bidirectional brush seals
used in three-port wave rotor tests was undertaken to determine brush bristle and configuration wear, pullout,
and rotor coating wear. The results suggest that sharp changes in the pressure profiles were not well reflected
in bristle tip configuration patterns or wear. Also, positive-to-negative changes in axial pressure gradients
appeared to have little effect on the backing plates. Although the brushes had similar porosities, they had very
different unpacked arrays. This difference could explain the departure of experimental data from computational
fluid dynamics flow predictions for well-packed arrays at higher pressure drops. The rotor wear led to "car-
track" scars (upper and lower wear bands) with a whipped surface between the bands. Those bands may have
resulted from bristle stiffening at the fence and gap plates during alternate portions of the rotor cycle. Within
the bristle response range the wear surface reflected the pressure distribution effect on bristle motion. No
sacrificial metallurgical data were taken. The bristles did wear, with correspondingly more wear on the ID
brush configurations than on the OD configurations; the complexity in constructing the ID brush was a factor.

INTRODUCTION

A wave rotor topping cycle can be thought of as pressure-gain combustion (Kentfield, 1995; Wilson
and Paxson, 1996). A wave rotor machine uses expansion and shock waves within rotating passages on the
rotor to expand or compress the working fluid, work typically done in conventional turbomachinery by an axial
blade or vane or a centrifugal component. In the wave rotor machine both compression and expansion occur in
the same device, and in some cases chemical reactions take place.

Sealing can be a major factor in the wave rotor machine because dynamic, small changes in volume
represent significant losses. The leakage takes place into or out of a passage through the gap between the pas-
sage and the end walls of the machine. The leakage flow changes direction depending on whether the passage
is at high or low pressure. These end-wall losses can potentially be controlled by seals, such as compliant
brush seals or close self-activating rim or leaf seals, that accommodate high surface speeds. Because brush

seals could be incorporated easily into an existing three-port wave rotor at NASA Lewis Research Center
(Wilson, 1997), bidirectional seals were fabricated and tested (Hendricks et al., 1997). Tests were made of
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waverotorperformancewithandwithoutthebrushseals.In essence,thebaselineconfiguration had no seals;
the sealing interfaces were the gaps between the components. Relative to the baseline configuration, data
indicated that the bidirectional brush seals enhanced wave rotor efficiency from 36% to 45% at low leakages
(small rotor end-wall gap spacings) and from 15% to 33% at high leakages (larger end-wall gap spacings).
Surface tribology for those tests suggested little evidence of grooving, although the bristles did wear-in and the
rotor surface appeared polished.

Further post-test evaluation of the bidirectional brush seals is reported herein, providing surface
morphology, such as brush bristle and configuration wear, pullout, and coating wear. The results suggest that
sharp changes in the pressure profiles were not well reflected in bristle or surface wear patterns and had little
effect on the backing plates. For completeness and to assist the reader the rotor and bidirectional brush
descriptions given previously (Hendricks et al., 1997) will be repeated herein.

APPARATUS

A photograph of the wave rotor test rig (Fig. 1) illustrates the nature of a three-port flow divider. A
single inlet flow is separated into two outlet flows, one at higher stagnation pressure than the inlet and the
other at lower stagnation pressure. The rotor itself is a cylinder with axially aligned passages on its circum-
ference. As a passage rotates, the pressures at the ends of the passage fluctuate between the high and low
pressures. The cavity surrounding the rotor will be at a pressure close to the inlet pressure. Leakage will take
place from a passage to the cavity when the passage is at high pressure and from the cavity to a passage when
the latter is at low pressure. Thus, the seals must be capable of withstanding pressure reversals and the
corresponding flow reversals.

A cross-sectional view of the rotor (Fig. 2) illustrates the cavities and the placement of the brush
seals. The rotor passage represents that portion of the rotating cylinder containing the working fluid; the inner
and outer cavities constitute potential leakage paths. The movable end wall establishes a gap between the
unsealed rotor/stator interface and to some extent controls the cavity volumes at the sealed rotor/stator
interface.

Sixty 1.37-cm-wide (0.54-in.-wide) passages are spaced around the circumference of the rotor. As the
rotor turns, the pressures at each end of a passage fluctuate, with the highest pressure being about three to four
times the lowest pressure. The leakage may be thought of as having radial and circumferential components.
Circumferential leakage is from passage to passage where the pressure differences are not large, so this
leakage is believed to be less important than radial leakage. Radial leakage is from a high-pressure passage
into the cavity and then from the cavity back into a low-pressure passage. By blocking the path from the

passages into the cavity, brush seals can reduce radial leakage.

BRUSH SEAL REQUIREMENTS

The wave rotor represents an unusual set of operating conditions for a brush seal. In addition to the
usual compliance and sealing requirements the brush must do the following:

1. Seal bidirectional flows

2. Seal pressures to +276 kPa (+40 psi)
3. Withstand surface speeds to 152 rn/s (500 ft/s) at temperatures below 177 °C (350 °F)
4. Seal the interface at both the inside and outside diameters

5. Seal both ends of the wave rotor (i.e., matching pairs are required)
6. Retrofit into the existing equipment with minimum modifications

The shielded design (Hendricks et al., 1992) can be modified to provide sealing in both directions, provided
that a gap is introduced between the side plates and the bristles. Figure 3 shows cross-sectional views of the
OD and ID seals. The brush was otherwise of standard Cross Mfg. Co. construction. The bristles were
0.071-mm-diameter (0.0028-in.-diameter) Haynes 25 (AMS 5796 28) at 40 ° to 50 ° angles to the interface and
inclined in the direction of rotation with suitable antirotation pins to prevent seal rotation. The rotor seal radii
after testing were nominally 140.2 mm (5.518 in.) (inner) and 162.1 mm (6.380 in.) (outer). In each case
0.25-mm (10-mil) radial interference was built into the as-manufactured seal.

The rubbing interfaces on the rotor were Proxair LC-1H (Union Carbide) chromium carbide coated to
0.15 to 0.25 mm (0.006 to 0.010 in.) thickness.
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BRUSHSEALWEAR-IN

Thebrushsealswereinstalledbyrotatingthemintoposition,andsuitable static O-rings provided the

necessary static seals. The rotor was torqued by hand to set the bristles• Then, in a set of break-in runs the
speed was gradually increased to 4000 rpm in 200-rpm increments over a 12.5-hr break-in period. After the
bristles were set and rubbed into place, a borescope examination of the bristles revealed the characteristic

powder debris in flow stagnation regions, the remainder of the debris being swept away with the flow. Some
bristles strayed beyond the pack, with those of the inner seal being most susceptible.

OPERATIONS

After break-in the system was operated for a total of 7.5 hr at 7400 rpm. The rotor average temperature
was approximately the inlet temperature, 322 K (580 °R) with hot gas temperatures to 402 K (724 °R) and
cold-side temperatures to 284 K (511 °R).

COMMENTS ON POROSITY DETERMINATION

For an ideal configuration of circular or elliptical cylinders, gl = g2 = g, the porosity e becomes

(l)

where g denotes gap; 2a indicates the major axis; and 2b, the minor axis (Fig. 4). The bristle-rotor interface,
for most brush seals, represents a plane of small curvature. At this interface leakage occurs and is compounded

by flows along the bristles•
When estimating the unpacked porosity from a photograph, the number of bristles N t is counted for a

specified area A. length L and width w expressed in terms of bristle diameters. The area occupied by the
bristles A s is elliptical and expressed as the ratio of the cylindrical bristle area to cos(0 + _), where (0 + 0)
represents the interface angle with respect to the brush, 0 denotes the angle from bristle attachment, and
denotes the angle from the rotor centerline. The unpacked porosity becomes

=l_As Nt_e = 1 (2)
A t 4wL cos(0 + _)

If, however, the packing is ideal and the gap g is known, the porosity is given by E_t. (l). Conversely, if the
porosity is known and the ideal gap g is unknown, g can be estimated by equating t_qs. (1) and (2) and solving
for g. Further, if the brush thickness (t) and the number of bristle rows N x are known for an ideal spacing of
d + e0, where d is bristle diameter,

_ 2(t)

e 0 - _ - d (3)

and from Eq. (1)

e = 1 (la)

Brush porosity is strongly three-dimensional and yet is most often treated as an averaged two-dimensional
property. For the OD brush the bristle pack thickness decreases as the radius increases. Essentially, the
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oppositeis truefortheIDbrush.In eitherbrushthebristlesareinterlayeredtoaccountfordifferencesinarc
lengthattheclampingradiusandtheinterface;thebristlelayanglesalsodiffer.

Variationsinbrushthicknessareintroducedintothecorrelationmodel(Braunetal.,1990;Hendricks
etal.,1992,1996)fortheideallyspacedbrush.Themodelrequiresthethicknessesattheinterface,atthe
fence,andattheclamppointsin ordertocharacterizethebrush.Anaveragebrushthickness(t) wasassumed
forpredictingbothporosityandpressuredrop.

Bird,Stewart,andLightfoot(1960)definethespecificsurfaceA v such that the mean particle

diameter Dp of a sphere is the diameter of the surface.

A v = Total particle surface

Volume of particles-
4_r 2 3 6

4 _r 3 r d
3

For circular cylinders

2_rL 2 4

Av - xr2 L r d

For elliptical cylinders

A V

_4(1+soc20)1'2

where 2a = d/cos 0 and b = d. So for 0 = 55 °

and for 0 = 45 °

and for 0 = 0 °

A v = 3.26/d

Dp = 1.84d

A v = 3.46/d

Dp = 1.73d

A v = 41d

Dp = 1.5d

The hydraulic radius is' expressed in terms of porosity e as

e e Dpe
Rh =--=

ao Av(1-e) 6(1-e)

The perimeter of an ellipse becomes

4afom2_l-k2sin2x dx_- 27tb_[l*(alb)2]/2
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F l==[ ]==F l=where _. = L2---_-_+b) 3 2(1 + b/a) L2(1 + cos 0)_]

Perimeter

Area =
(1 + cos0) 3(1 + _,) +

4b

For 0 = 55 °

_. = 0.018358

A v = 3.20577/d

Dp = 1.872d, a 1.7% difference from the value for elliptical cylinders

POST-TEST SEAL ANALYSIS

Brush Pressure Profiles

Figure 5 represents the inlet and outlet seal configurations for the wave rotor machine. The ID and OD
brush seals are overlayed on a drawing of the wave rotor configuration with the associated pressure profiles to
simulate the brush pressure loading. Although the 60 rotor passages rotating at 7500 rpm provided rapidly
changing pressure in the passages, the pressure profiles were steady in the laboratory reference frame. The
pressure peaks and reversals with respect to the mean were substantial, forcing the bristles to "flip-flop"
axially as the passage rotated through a cycle (Fig. 6). Consequently, one would expect to witness some
changes in the brush bristle patterns in the regions of rapid pressure changes. However, bristle wear and
packing abnormalities appeared to be dispersed over the entire circumference of the brush and showed no
evidence of the local pressure changes on bristle packing or wear. Nevertheless, the rotor surface was affected
as discussed in the section Surface Tribology,

Optical Inspection of OD Brush

Figure 7 is a typical representation of the OD brush seal's bristle tip configuration. The unpacked
bidirectional brush seal differs from a unidirectional brush seal in that the bristles are more disheveled.

Although these photographs are typical, some regions show a higher degree of bristle void. For example, in

counting the bristle tips in Fig. 7(a) over a circumferential distance of about 4.67 mm (1.84 in.) and an

unpacked-brush thickness (t> of about 1.19 mm (0.468 in.), three separate counts gave N t of 240, 300, 370,
depending on where and how the count was taken. The manufacturer estimates N t = 459. The number of bristle

rows was estimated at N x = 11. The average bristle diameter was 0.071 mm (0.0028 in.), and the average
interface angle (0 + 0) was 46 °. The porosity adapted from Eq. (2), where V s denotes bristle volume and V t

denotes total volume,

d 2
Nt_ --

e = Vs = 1- 4 (2a)
Vt 1.19 x 4.57cos(0 + qb)
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became0.74,0.68,and0.60forthethreecounts,respectively,andwas0.5perthemanufacturer.Assumingan
idealpacking(equilateraltrianglesspacedat (d+ e0)), Eqs. (3) and (la) provide

= 2(t) _d= 2x1.19 -0.071=3d
E0 (3a)

 3Nx 1.732 x 11 4

2 1+ 2x 1.732x 1+

Although not a digitized representation, Fig. 8 nominally represents the nonuniformity of the unpacked OD
brush similar to that shown in Fig. 7(b).

The unpacked porosities were also estimated from post-test photographs (e.g., Fig. 7(b) at 50X),

although the packed porosities were estimated by measuring the axial thickness reduction ratio of the packed

to unpacked brush 2(t)unpacked/3 < (t)packe d < 3(/)unpacked/4. Assuming the ideal equilateral bristle packing
configur-ation, this ratio would be applied to all sides of the ideal packing triangle (i.e., axial and

circumferential packing versus axial packing alone) and can lead to unrealistic results because of the small
differences in void.

Counting the bristles in each row N x in Fig. 7(b) gave N t = 140. Counting the bristles over a fixed area

gave N t = 156. For a area of 70 mm by 40 mm and a scale factor of 3 mm = d, with other parameters essen-

tially the same and N t = 148, the unpacked porosity became

148/r,d 2

4 = 0.46=1

with an estimated packed porosity 0.19 < ep,_d < 0.28.
Figure 9 shows a bristle tip core with a surface resembling a cast-iron fracture. The core is rough with

pits and humps. No metallurgical tests were performed because the brush has been reserved for further flow

testing. Only marginally visible are grooves and ridges scratched across the tips in the direction of rotation.
Typically, each tip will have 15 to 20 visible scars with a diameter of 0.071 mm (0.0028 in.). The scars are
perhaps 4 ktm (160 _tin.) wide, and transfer material is scattered over the surface, as represented in the sketch
in Fig. 9. Small particulate matter that looked like dust was found on the rotor outlet. This "dust" may be
related to material loss or transfer at the interface. The seal may have operated line to line at the later stages
of testing.

Figure 10 illustrates bristle pullout or significant subsurface displacement of a bristle or a set of
bristles that dislodged the brush at the fence plate. The surrounding bristles are even and show no distress. Part
of the bristle bunching may be due to in-pack bending, twisting, or shearing of bristles.

Optical Inspection of ID Brush

Figure 11 illustrates the disheveled nature of the bristle interface. There are several reasons for this:

1. The brush seals were set into position with nearly blind access.
2. The measured diametral interference was more than 1.016 mm (40 mils).

3. Brush construction is much more complex in the ID configuration than in the OD configuration. The bristle
pack thickness for an ID seal has to increases as the radius decreases (i.e., thickest at pinch radius),
whereas just the opposite is the case for an OD seal.

4. Control of rotor concentricity, surface finish, and coating is much more difficult in the ID configuration
than in the OD configuration.

5. Figure 11 also illustrates the erratic bristle lengths (the "chewed" appearance) and the potential for
dislodging and pullouts.
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Figure12wastakento determinetheunpackedporosity.ForN t = 250 with a scale factor of 3 mm

(0.12 in.) = d, an area of 103 mm by 50 mm (4.06 in. by 1.97 in.), and a bristle angle at the interface of
(0 + _) = 48 °, the unpacked porosity becomes

25 lr_d 2

e = 1 4 = 0.48

with an estimated packed porosity of 0.22 < e-_ked < 0.31. The number of bristles per unit circumference for

domt_ = 0.071 mm (0.028 in.) is

N/_--

250
= 103/mm (2616/in.) of circumference

which is in good agreement with the manufacturer's value of

N t = 98/mm (2490/in.) of circumference

The row counts were difficult to assess. Figure 12 shows that, potentially, the number of rows N x = 14 and

illustrates regions of void and bristle "bunching" (see also Fig. 11).
As cited in the OD brush observations, the level of optical detail observed simply cannot be captured

by the imaging system, at any magnification. Yet it is the best available. Consequently, observed surface
details can be described that are not evident in Fig. 13. For example, variations in bristle length of up to 10
bristle diameters are commonplace within the brush pack (Fig. 13(a)). However, the photographic resolution
has limited depth of field, and some tips are out of focus. To provide some concept of bristle length variation,
photographs (Figs. 13(b) to (d)) were taken at three focal planes at progressively smaller radii. These figures
partially capture the changes in bristle length by using the out-of-focus bristles to provide a sense of depth.

Effects on Future Computational Effort

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculations of ideal arrays with porosities simulating those of
brush seals show few areas for recirculation or transition to turbulence (Hendricks et al., 1997; Athavale et al.,

1995). The Reynolds numbers are just too small. However, several types of flow pattern emerge in fabricated
bristle arrays (Braun et al., 1990), and photographs of the unpacked outside seal at 50X and 64X (not shown)
revealed several void areas that had little geometric similarity yet had nearly the same unpacked porosity. It is
also known, from the CFD calculations and experimental data near wall boundaries, that the Reynolds num-

bers become significantly higher because of the increased leakage and that recirculation patterns appear
(Hendricks et al., 1997; Braun et al., 1990). Similarly, the propensity for riveting and vortical flows is
enhanced for ill-ordered arrays. One could also assume that the irregularity of these arrays increases with
bristle motion under increasing pressure drop, contributing to a "choked" flow effect at sufficiently high

pressure ratios. These effects may explain why brush seal data depart from CFD results for ordered arrays.
Experimental brush seal data (e.g., Carlile et al., 1992) tend to follow the Ergun relation (Ergun,

1952), which is a linear sum of the Blake-Kozeny and Burke-Plummer equations for laminar and turbulent
flows in porous media (Bird et al., 1960). However, although the CFD results for regular arrays of cylinders
tend to be laminar with no tendency toward turbulence or vortical flows, these features may show up when
very fine computational grids are used. But most likely are sensitivity to small perturbations in the array and
displacements due to pressure Ioadings. With such fine details required, the computations become expensive.
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SurfaceTribology

Althoughthebristlesworesignificantlyandsometuftsweredisheveledtothepointof permitting
rivetingandvorticalpatternswithenhancedradialflows,neithersetof brushesappearedtodeterioratefurther
withtime.However,thebreak-intimewas12.5hrwithatotaltimeof 19hrand54min,notthousandsof
hours.Thistestingwasatnominalradialinterferencesof0.15and0.23mm(6and9mils)fortheODandID
brushseals,respectively.

Attemptsto quantifythesurfacewearwereunsuccessful.Surfacemeasurements,however,showed
thatthechromiumcarbide(CrC)interfacecoatingworelessthan0.025mm(0.001in.)onallfourinterfaces.
Optically,interfacepolishingorburnishingcouldbereadilyobserved(Figs.14(a)and(b)).A closer
examinationof thetracksrevealeddarkbandsand"skipping,"orchangesin hardness,whichmayrepresent
eithertoolmarksof theparentmachiningoperationorchangesin theCrCcoating.Bandedwearscarsand
marks(Figs.14(c)and(d))extendedbeyondthebrushwearpath,implyingapreconditioningof therotor
surfacebymachining.Figures14(c)and(d)alsoshowsurface"spottiness,"whichmayberelatedtobristle
wear.Perhapsthespotswerecausedbybristlebunchingcombinedwithaflutteringmotionduringthelightly
loadedportionof thecycle,ahardrub,orboth.

Notingthecircumferentialorderlynatureof thebristlesnearthefence(Figs.7and10)andthenover-
layingFig.7(a)ontoFig.14(c)andrecallingthepressureprofiles(Fig.5),thewidthof thedarkbands(or"car
tracks")withinthewearscarappearto bethepackedthicknessof thebidirectionalbrushseal.Thedistinct-
nessof theupperdarkenedwearscarbandinFig.14(c)thencouldresultfrombristlestiffeningnearthefence
plateduringoneportionof therotorcycle.Thelowerdarkenedwearscarbandcouldresultfrombristlestiffen-
ingagainstthegapplateduringotherportionsof therotorcycle.Thelackof distinctnessof thelowerband
maybeduetoenhancedbristleflexureatthegapplateduringoperation.Thespottednatureof theweartrack
betweenthebandsmayhavebeencausedbybristleflutterduetoloadperturbationsduringthelightlyloaded
portionof thecycle.Thewhippedappearanceof thesurfacemaythenbecausedbytransversebristlemotion
dueto sharppressurechangesovertherotorcycle.Thebroadeningof thelowerbandcanalsobeattributedto
bristlespreadingattherotorinterfaceduringsealinstallationandsubsequentwear-in.TheID brushseal
surfaceshowedsimilarpatterns,whicharedifficulttocapturephotographically.

Theseresultsinferthatthewearsurfacereflectstheaxialpressuredistributionappliedto thebristles
(seeFigs.5and6).If thebristlesdofollowthepressureloading,theyareflip-floppedatabouttherotor-
passagepassingfrequency(i.e.,theyperformamajorflip towardthefenceplateattheopeningof thehigh-
pressureportandamajorfloptowardthegapplateattheopeningofthelow-pressureportduringasinglerotor-
passagerotation.However,at 120° fromtheopeningof thehigh-pressureporttheyagainflip towardthefence
plate.Duringthelightlyloadedportionof thecyclethebristlesareperturbed(e.g.,60°, 185°, etc.)andcould
beflip-floppingin afashionsimilarto flutter.Thesecommentsarenearlyconsistentwiththepotentiallytwoto
threeprominentspacingsinonepassagewidthin thewearscars(Fig.14).Nosacrificialmetallurgical
examinationshavebeenperformedoneitherthebrushesor therotor.Thus,onecanonlyconcludethatthe
bristlesworesignificantlyandthattherotorcoatingshowedcar-trackingbutlittledistressotherthanlocal
burnishtracksandahighpolish.

SUMMARY

A setof inner-diameter/outer-diameterbrushsealscapableof bidirectionallyrestrictingflowshave
beensuccessfullyfabricatedandtested.Thesebrushsealshaveextendedsideplateswithsufficientgapto
permitcompliance.Testswererunonathree-portwaverotorwiththebaseline(gapcontrolonly)andbrush
sealconfigurationsinwhichtheend-wallgapswerevariedandthewaverotorefficienciesweremeasured.

Post-testopticalinspectionof thebilateralbrushsealsrevealednonuniformbristleconfigurationsover
thecircumferenceinboththeODandID brushes.However,althoughthecircumferentialpressuredistributions
variedsignificantly,therewasnodistinctevidencethatthesharpchangesin localpressureaffectedthebristle
configurations.Varioussectionsof thebrushsealshavingnearlythesameporositieshadverydifferent
unpackedarrays.Thesedifferenceswouldcauselargevariationsin modelingandsubsequentfluiddynamics
computationsandmayaccountforthedeparturesfromidealizedflowpredictedbytheErgunrelationsand
experimentaldata.

Nosacrificialmetallurgicalexaminationswereundertaken,butthebristlesdidwear-inontherotor.
Theopticalmicroscoperevealedbristletipgrooving,andmaterialtransfercouldbe inferredfromthecast-
iron-fracture-likeappearanceoftheODbrushbristletips.IDbrushbristletipsweresimilarexceptthatno
groovingwasevident.Thecoatedrotorappearedtohavebeenpolishedwithoutdistress,exceptfor"car-track"
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scarsandmarksfrombristlewhippingorbristlebunchincursionloading.Thesemarksmayberelatedto
residualtoolingorsurfacehardeningin theparentrotormaterial.Thecar-trackscars,orinnerandouterwear
bands,mayresultfrombristlestiffeningatthefenceplateduringoneportionof therotorcycleandstiffening
atthegapplateduringotherportionsoftherotorcycle.Smallpressureperturbationsmaycausebristleflutter
duringthelightlyloadedportionof thecycle.Theseresultssupporttheassumptionthatthebristlewear
patternsdirectlyreflectthepressureloadingatthebladepassingfrequency.

Althoughthetesttimeandoperatingconditionswerelimited,therotorsurfaceappearedtobe
polished,thebristlesdidwear-in,andthebrushsealsprovidedenhancedefficienciesoverthebaseline.
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Figure 3._Details of seal cross sections and photographs of brush seals taken after testing. (a) Outer brush seal
cross section. (b) Inner brush seal cross section. (c) OD seal bristles and side plate fence. (d) ID seal bristle

and side plate fence.
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Figure 4.mldeal packing of cylinders (brush-

bristle geometry).

Figure 5.---Simulation overlay of wave rotor end wall with no-seal pressure distribution.

(a) Inlet. (b) Outlet.
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Figure 6.--Bristle "flip-flop" with passage rotation.
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Figure 7.--Unpacked OD brush seal. (a) Overview. (b) 50X.
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Figure8.--Simulation of bidirectional ODbrush seal bristle tips.
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Figure 9._OD brush bristle tips 128X and observed grooving.
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Figure 10._OD brush bristle pullout or subsurface

displacement.

Figure 11 ._Disheveled nature of ID brush bristle
interface at 10X.

Figure 12.--Assessment of bristle count for ID brush seal
at 50X.
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Figure 13.nBdstle tip observations at 128X. (a) Variation in bristle length at radius r. (b) Focal plane at radius
dr. (c) Focal plane at r - 2dr. (d) Focal plane at • - 3dr.
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Figure 14._0D seal wear tracks. (a)Outlet side. (b) Inletside. (c)CIoseup,outlet side. (d) Closeup, inlet side.
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